They Died With Their Boots On
During the Wild West days, that
formative period of time in American history, such phrases as , “Died in the saddle,”
or “Died with their boots on” became synonymous with courageous action, or
meritorious behavior. This thought
process was most assuredly on the mark
then, as it is today, especially when one is
talking about motorsports in general and
land speed racing in particular.
For all the tingling excitement and
engineering bravado that accompanies
land speed racers as they hurtle down
“Mighty Whitey,” the specter of death also
goes along for the ride, occasionally tapping on a shoulder indicating “time’s up.”
We’ve all seen crashes that makes us
cringe, wince with empathic pain and then
paralyze us with uncertainty until the rescue squad arrives and the word comes that
the drive is… - it can go either way and
we know it. Getting killed in a racecar is
not an often chosen topic for bench racing
discussion; nevertheless, the subject is at
some time ruminated and cogitated upon
by all who climb in, or on a high-speed
machine.
In the nearly six decades of annual
land speed racing on the Bonneville Salt
Flats a mere seven have paid the ultimate
price for the pleasure of testing their mettle. That averages out to one every eight
years. Painfully aware this topic is not
among my readers favorites, it is a subject
that needs to be vetted in public from time
to time, perhaps, for no other reason than
to provide spectators, crews, families and
officials a measure of empathy when the
worst happens while negotiating the long
black line.
Jerry “Gusto Gra” Studnicka, was a
jolly, stout soul with an unruly head of
blond hair; a jet car racing pal of mine
who died in his racer back in the late ‘70s.
The car was well-built, by him and his
brother, Jim, but the roll cage had been
welded improperly by a SFI welder and
when it hit the guardrail the supposed
“certified” tubing lifted up and out of its
welds along the top frame rail ending Jer-

ry’s life.
ated by a few viscous slams into the
The most vivid memory about ground.
the entire affair was how hard, and long
Rescue personnel were already movhis mother sobbed; she was inconsolable ing toward Beckett before the 57-year old
and you winced each time you heard the stopped rolling. Heartbreakingly, there
brokenhearted woman’s audible, deep wasn’t a damn thing anyone could have
grief. When I asked her if she wished Jerry done for him; his fate was sealed because
had never crawled in the jet car she danger had found a way to sneak in even
stopped, gathered herself then told me – though so many things had been done to
and everyone else in the funeral parlor - bar its way. The motor stopped 100 feet
something that resonates with me even beyond the chassis and the battery went
today, “I would rather he died in his race even further. Body Panels were strewn
car, doing something that he dearly loved across the car’s path much like a tornado
and was quite good at, than to have rips up everything in its path. The chassis
worked at a job that he hated and lived to stayed together, the tires stayed inflated, a
be an old, bitter man who never enjoyed testament to good fabrication and good
himself. I cry because I will miss him, not luck.
because he was a racer.”
John was securely belted in when
Let’s be crystal clear here, land speed paramedics got to him, the safety harness
racers are not fools with a death wish. had done its job without exception, but
They design and build speed machines not the human body is always the weakest link
only to go as fast as their budget and in any motor vehicle and the only compobrains allow, but concurrently factor in a nent you can’t reorder a replacement for.
safety margin every step of the way.
That John, my friend, died made me sad. I
Numerous safety points are built into dropped into prayer when the news of the
every vehicle that arrives on the starting crash flashed through the pits. I shall
line. An abundant checklist of safety gear always regret not stopping to say “Hello!”
must be worn by each racer who hopes to always thinking as I passed
do battle with the unmerciful time clocks. his pit that I would have
Don Herda
Each and every safety rule was paid for more time to check-in later
with the blood and suffering of those who in the week.
came before so that those who came later
Ah, but I do not grieve
need not make a duplicate verification of because he left this plane of
its worth.
existence in a racecar, just
Land speed racers understand and like Jerry, John died doing
accept the possibilities of dying while rac- what gave him enormous
ing. Many family members and friends pleasure. Land speed racing
also understand and accept the inherent was his passion. I find comdanger. None like it.
At this year’s Speedweek John
Beckett’s Last Run
Beckett had just finished a pass
down the long course when his #79
competition coupe lost traction
and began to skid at 220MPH. The
tire tracks showed he did his best
to control the unruly beast right up
until it flipped, up and over,
destroying the body, ejecting the
engine and transmission in a series
of horrifying airborne rolls punctu-
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fort in that. To perish in moments is far
more palatable than a prolonged hospital
stay, lingering in a cold, sterile environment in which no one wants to spend time
– let alone one’s last minutes.
John, like all racers, knew this could
happen and still…he raced; he held true to
his ideals and stayed focused on his goals.
How can we not support all who display
such integrity and conviction?
Let me offer a little insight: John was
the co-founder of the ECTA or East
Coast Timing Association, created to give
land speed racers in the east a chance to
run “locally” in Maxton, North Carolina.
He also earned entry into the Bonneville
200MPH Club in 1992 setting a record at
210MPH and the ECTA 200MPH Club
in 1996 with a record of 218MPH. He was
a jovial soul who made it a point to make
it better, whatever it was.
While I was only able to uncover seven who died on the salt while researching
the archives, there may be others and I
would greatly appreciate input from anyone who might add to the list. They are:

Nolan White, 2002 - Last Run
422MPH – Top Speed

Athol Graham, 1960 - Last Run
344MPH - Top Speed

John Beckett, 2005 - Last Run
226.527MPH - Top Speed

Glenn Leasher, 1962 - Last Run
330MPH - Top Speed
Bob Herda, 1969 - Last Run
346MPH -Top Speed
Noel Black, 1970 - Last Run
380MPH - Top Speed

A special tribute is being prepared for
those racers who lost their lives while racing upon the great white dyno. The City
of West Wendover, Nevada, saved “Wendover Will”, the giant neon cowboy sign
that stood at the State Line Hotel since
1952, from the scrap heap; he now lives
upon a monument base rising 61-feet in

the middle of Wendover Boulevard.
To help maintain the structure, the
city embarked on a capitol campaign,
using pavers and specially minted medallions. The engraved bricks will be laid at
the base of the statue. On the monument
base will be a brass plaque from various
people.
I proposed to the City that one brick
be designated for each person who died
while pursuing their dream on the Bonneville Salt Flats. West Wendover agreed
it was a noble pursuit and chipped in by
knocking the cost in half for the fallen. All

the names listed above will have a paver
brick with the year they made their last
run and the top speed achieved, which
may not have been a record, simply a personal best. The bricks were paid for by
individual racers as a tribute to their peers.
Life is a gamble. Each and every day
we are here there exists that chance we
will check out and go on to the next step –
whatever we perceive that to be. For John,
and those who left before him, I can only
hope they get the course prepared before
the rest of us “go-fast” folk arrive.
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